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Record of EHCP Annual Review held on 2/6/16 
Billy Smith at Date of Birth 19/ 07/ 2007    Grover Park Primary School  
 

Goals/ Outcomes  
in EHCP 

Goals for the year Progress 
towards 
goals this 
year* (RAG) 

Progress 
towards 
goals 
/outcomes 
in EHCP ** 

Comments / evidence of progress  

1 Attention, 
concentration and 
memory skills 

I will maintain my attention for 15-
20 minutes whilst completing a 
whole class task. 
 

A 2 Billy feels that he has made some progress in 
this area. He still needs frequent prompts to stay 
on task and complete literacy tasks as he is 
easy distracted by other pupils especially when 
tired. The move and sit cushion has helped. 

2 Social and social 
communication 
skills. 

I will be able to have a 
conversation with a peer (at least 
three turns each), using a good 
conversation starter and 
demonstrating good listening and 
good topic maintenance. 

G 4 Billy has made steady progress each term and 
has met the goal for the year. He is able to hold 
a conversation with other pupils. He is more able 
to listen to other children as they speak and to 
hear adult instructions.  

3 Confidence and 
self-esteem. 

I will be able to tell other children 
what to do. 

 
R 

1 Billy has refused to be a reading buddy for 
younger child this term. Teacher observation 
and recent confidence in ability scale shows 
good progress in term 1 but that confidence 
decreased again around the time he moved 
home.  

4a Motor and sensory 
skills. 

I will recognise the home keys on 
the keyboard and touch type a 
simple sentence 

G 4 Home keys are recognised and are being used 
consistently when typing sentences 
Typing speed for a simple sentences is 
increasing steadily 

4b Motor and sensory 
skills. 

I will bounce and catch a small 
ball against the floor or wall with 
two hands, without dropping it. 

G 3 Billy has enjoyed practicing throwing and 
catching balls of different sizes. He can catch it 
9 times in a row.  
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5 Self-care and 
independence 
skills. 

I will be able to go to Secondary 
School with my friend 
 

G 4 Billy has walked to school with his friend for 
most of the year and is proud of his increased 
independence.  

6 Literacy skills I will be able to answer inference 
questions based on a simple text 
 

G 3 The language for thinking assessment shows 
good progress in all areas. Goal achieve. Well 
done 

7 Numeracy skills I will be able to give change for 
£5 
 

A 2 Billy and his mum have gone to the shop as 
planned and used real money. Billy has enjoyed 
buying items and is able to recognise most 
coins. He does not see the difference between 
5p and 20p coins and is able not able to give 
change accurately when the value is above 20p 
or involves these 2 coins. 

 
*Annual goals - Red = not met, Amber = partially met, Green= fully met 

**EHCP goals and outcomes – This is a comment on the overall progress made since the EHCP was issued. Use a 0-10 scale to 

illustrate the distance travelled so far. The aim is for pupils to reach the EHCP Goal or Outcome before the end of the key stage.  
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Summary of discussion at EHC Annual Review 

Child / young person’s views 
 
I have enjoyed: 

 the beanstalk volunteer reader and books about dragons 

 after school gardening and seeing the plants grow, multi skills sports and running.  
Yoga is hard sometimes and I fall over but it is fun. 
I didn’t like Josh my reading partner. He would not do what I asked and we argued. 
I like going to the shop and I want to own a sweet shop when I am older. I like my new room now it has been decorated with spiderman. 
 
Parent/ Carer views 
 
Billy has made progress in communicating and reading but has gone backwards in his confidence with some other children both in and out of 
school. He is more isolated as the gap between him and other boys his age widens.  
I would like him to have more opportunities to develop social skills and more structured play at break times.  
Please keep him in the after school clubs as he is benefitting from these opportunities to be with others beyond his class group.  
The dyslexia group is good but I can’t afford to do it for a whole year. Bobby has moved house. He has a new TA. Both have been unsettling 
 
Setting/ school/ college views 
 
Communication 
When Billy is being good his communication is good. He can say how he is feeling to a greater extent. The length of his utterances is now no 
longer of concern. Extensive work using Shape Coding and Colourful Semantics has paid off such that Billy's use of language is reasonably 
well formed. Issues still remain e.g. use of positional words, using "he / she" appropriately, tenses. Occasionally he will have word finding 
problems.  
Billy still gets frustrated when he cannot communicate his needs / views. His articulation continues to improve (due SLT support and TA follow 
up) and it is possible for people to understand most of what he says. 
 
Cognition and Learning 
Billy’s learning is progressing well. When he is in a good mood then he can learn. He can do simple Maths - adding 2 single digit numbers and 
simple subtraction (using dots as support. He won't use Numicon - he threw it out the window). 
His handwriting is more controlled and readable. It tends to start big and get progressively smaller so he can fit it all into one line. He can write 
his own name independently. 
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His reading has made good progress. He has a small sight vocabulary. He likes reading. He likes books and will often go to one for comfort. He 
enjoys looking at the illustrations but previously never attempted to create a story from the pictures. Very recently Billy has started reading 
stories to his younger brother at bath time. Billy often improvises the story. 
 
Social, Emotional and Mental Health 
Billy wants to have friends and wants the company of other children - but very much on his own terms. He wants to be able to show his friends 
what he has done, but he is very controlling. When talking about his own feelings Billy says he feels "mad" a lot. He uses this word to cover a 
range of feelings, including angry, sad, anxious, disappointed.  
 
Physical and Sensory 
Bobby's gross motor skills are now age appropriate. He needs regular practice of writing and cutting to maintain his fine motor skills. 
Bobby continues to have sensory issues. These are most noticeable when he is in a noisy environment e.g. noisy music lesson, when he can 
become very unsettled.  
 
Billy’s EHCP remains appropriate. 
 
Other views 
 
None 
 
 

Attainment  

☒ Please attach a document summarising the pupil’s attainment in all areas of their learning and development including P-Scales, 

progress levels, examination results and reading and spelling age where appropriate. Add a cross to the box to confirm document is 

attached. 

Attendance figure since EHCP issued or last annual review 95.7.% 
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Recommendations of the Annual Review 

Please add a cross to all appropriate boxes: 

☒ The school / setting is appropriate and is able to meet the pupils needs. 

☒ The EHCP profile (Part A) has been updated and is attached* 

☐ There is evidence that the pupils needs have substantially changed and the EHC Plan needs to be reviewed and changed 

accordingly* 

☐  The EHCP is no longer necessary as the needs of this pupil and the SEN provision could be delivered via a SEN Support Plan* 

☐ The EHCP is no longer necessary because the person is leaving education* 

☐ The EHCP needs to be converted to the Islington format (for recent arrivals with a non-Islington EHCP only)  

☐ There have been safeguarding concerns raised since the last review  

☐ The Team Around the Child, including parent(s)/carer(s), have agreed to request a change of placement for the reasons stated 

in ‘Summary of Discussion at EHC Annual Review’* 

Are there any differences of opinion about the recommended changes and/ or amendments between the educational setting and others 
attending the meeting? Record all differing views.  

 
None 
 
 

*Please attach a separate document explaining the reasons and supporting evidence. The Authority will notify its decision(s) on 

these recommendations to the child or young person’s parents in writing, copied to all concerned. 
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People involved in this annual review  

Name Role Invited 
Attended 
meeting 

Report 
provided 

Billy Smith Pupil ☒ ☒ ☒ 

Joanne Smith Parent ☒ ☒ ☒ 

Maddy Jones  Speech therapist ☒ ☐ ☒ 

Jo Jones  SENCo ☒ ☒ ☒ 

Vin Read  Physiotherapist ☒ ☐ ☒ 

Jamila Singh  Class teacher ☒ ☒ ☒ 

Sue Thrift Teaching Assistant ☒ ☒ ☐ 

  ☐ ☐ ☐ 

  ☐ ☐ ☐ 

 

The record of the annual review has been completed by: 

Name Jo Jones 
 

Role SENCO 

Signature  
 

Date 2/06/16 

 

Appendices to annual review  

☒ a completed EHC Support Plan for the next year  

☒ any changes to the Profile (section A) of the  EHC Plan 

☒ any information, assessments and reports submitted or considered as part of the annual review (list these in the table below) 

☐ other relevant information and advice (list these in the table below) 
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Name of document Provided by Date 

Like dislike list Billy Smith, Pupil 30/1/16 

Parental comments for annual review Mrs Joanne Smith, Parent 21/5/16 

EHC Plan with updated profile (Section A) Mrs Joanne Smith, Parent 21/5/16 
EHC Support Plan - 7 July 2015 – 6 July 2016 Jo Jones  SENCo July 2015 

Speech and language targets/plan 2016/17 
Maddy Jones , Speech 
Therapist 

18/5/16 

Physiotherapy Plan  Vin Read, Physiotherapist 18/3/16 

EHC Support Plan  - 7 July 2016 – 6 July 2017 Jo Jones  SENCo 2/06/16 

Teachers progress report Jamila Singh, Class teacher 21/5/16 

   

 

Signature of senior representative from school/ college/ training provider 

Name Henry Trueman Role Head 

Signature  
 

Date 3/06/16 

 

Please complete this advice form and return a copy within 2 weeks of the annual review meeting by secure email to 

SEN@islington.gov.uk together with all of the appendices ticked or listed above. 

mailto:SEN@islington.gov.uk

